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Why Dont You Make Your Own Movie? Is there a story you want to tell? Have you ever wanted to make

your own film? Do you want to share videos on line? You might even think that this is impossible. Studios

make films, not the regular guy. Is this what you tell yourself. Do you watch films with more than a casual

eye? You probably want to know how they were able to get perfect lighting in your favorite scene, or how

to write a professional screenplay. Do you watch the actors and hang on every word they say? My last

question is, do sit in your seat at the movie when its over watching the credits as everyone else files out

the door? Why Dont You Make Your Own Movie? I know you have dreamed about it, but have you ever

seriously contemplated making your own film? Yes, you too can make your own film, all on your own. If

you have played with the idea of what it would be like to direct a film then you have already made an

imaginary plan. Why not make it a reality. What else are you doing with your time, going to work at the

office everyday? Why Dont You Make Your Own Movie? Are you thinking that film making is only for

studios and professionals? I believe that Independent film has changed all the rules. Doors are opening

all over for aspiring film makers. Why not give it a try, what do you have to lose? With a little imagination

and a lot of hard work you can do this, but you need the basics to get your started. Why Dont You Make

Your Own Movie? If you feel like you dont know where to start the process, I will show you. Hit the link

and make your movie making dreams a reality.
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